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Let @ denote the set of arithmetic functions f(n) such that f(n) = f(el , 
ez ,..., e,), where n = p:pz *.*pf’ and f(el , e, ,..., e,) depends on the e, but is 
independent of the primes p, . The general Mobius inversion theorem then 
becomes the equivalence of (1.11) and (1.12) below. This in turn leads to relations 
between exponential generating functions as well as several applications. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
By the Mobius inversion theorem (see for example [4, Chap. 21) the system 
of equations 
g(n) = c PC4 (n = 1, 2, 3,...) (1.1) 
din 
is equivalent to the system 
f(n) = c P.(n/4&0 (n = 1,2,3,...), 
din 
(1.2) 
where of course p(n) is the MGbius p-function. The function f(n) is an 
arbitrary arithmetic function which takes on values in, say, the complex 
field. 
We now specialize in the following way. Let 
n = p:;lt . ..p. (PI < P2 < **- < Pr) 
denote the canonical factorization of the positive integer n. Let 0 denote the 
set of arithmetic functions f such that 
3(n) = f(e, , e2 ,..., 4, (1.4) 
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that is, the functions that depend only on the exponent e, , e2 ,..., e, in (1.3) 
but are independent of the particular primesp, . For example 6(n), the number 
of divisors of n, is such a function and of course p is also such a function. 
It evidently follows from (1.1) that if! E @ then g E @. Because of the equiv- 
alence of (1.1) and (1.2), the converse is also true. Thus f~ @ if and only if 
ge@. 
As a particularly simple case of (1.4) we take e, = e2 = *.. = e,. = 1, 
so that n is square-free. Define 
where now f(r) is assigned; put 
g(r) = sm = 1 m> = 1 f(k), din kin 
where k is the number of (necessarily distinct) primes dividing n. 
It follows from (1.5) that 
Thus (1.6) becomes 
(r = 0, 1, 2 ,... ). 
Similarly (1.2) reduces to 
f(r) = i. (-l)k-r (J g(k) (r = 0, I,2 ,... ). 
(1.7) 
Thus the equivalence of (1.1) and (1.2) implies the equivalence of (1.7) 
and (1.8) and we see that the familiar binomial inversion theorem [5, Chap I] 
is a special case of the general inversion theorem. 
We remark that the definition (1.5) suggests the problem of “extending” 
a given arithmetic function f(r). The extension is by no means unique. In 
particular this process has been applied in [I] to Bernoulli and Eulerian 
numbers; the extended Eulerian numbers lead to an enumerant for the Simon 
Newcomb problem [2; 3; 6, Chap 81. 
In the present paper we first consider the cases 
fCPIP2 *** PrPf+1 -*- PKJ = f(r, s) (r, s = 0, 1, 2 ,...) (1.9) 
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and 
We then formulate the general result, namely the equivalence of 
4 
rmsm - &n,m-1 
)( 
rm.m-l - hn-a 
1 ( 
... rmsz -sm., rm 
Sl s2 s?T%-1 N ) SWZ 
.f(sl , s2 ,..., s,) (rl , r2 ,..., r, = 0, 1,2 ,... 1, (1.11) 
where 
and 
f(h , r2 ,..,, rm) 
+ s, , r, - 4 (rl , r2 ,..., r, = 0, 1, 2 ,... ). (1.12) 
It follows from (1.11) and (1.12) that the exponential generating functions 
F*(z, , z2 ,..., zm) = f 
r1,r2,... .r,=o 
f(rl, r2 ,..., r,) rlz~2’I*::.$ ! , 
G*(z,, z2 ,..., z,,,) = f 
rl.~*,...*rm=O 
g(rl, r2 ,..., r,) r ‘$“,“* tz , 1 . 2 . *** . 
satisfy the equivalent relations 
G*(z, , ~2 ,..., 4 
=e zl+e*+--+z, F(z, + z, + **’ + z, , z, + 0-e + z, )..., z,) (1.13) 
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and 
I;*@1 7 22 ,--a, z,) = e-‘l G*(zl -z2 , z2 - z* ,..*, z,-, - z, , z,). (1.14) 
Finally (Sect. 8) we give several applications of (1.11) and (1.12), the last 
of which involves the enumerant for the Simon Newcomb problem referred 
to above. 
We consider first 
2. THE CASE ‘m = 2 
f(PIP2 “‘PrP:+l *-PKJ = f(r, 4 
With this notation (1.1) becomes 
(r, s = 0, 1, 2,...). 
g(r, s> = i ‘?jJj (’ + I -j)(J) f(i, j) 
j-0 i-0 
(r, s = 0, 1,2 ,... ), 
while (1.2) becomes 
f(r, s) = to go (-lY+j e)(i) g(r - i +j, s -j> (r, s = 0, L2,...). 
To prove (2.2) we take a divisor of 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
with i simple prime factors and j repeated ones. The j repeated primes are 
evidently chosen in (9) ways. We then pick the i simple primes out of the 
r + s - j available ones. This evidently gives (2.2). 
As for (2.3), by the definition of the ~-function, p(d) = 0 unless d is square- 
free. We accordingly pick i primes out of the first r in (2.4) and j out of the 
remaining s. This leaves r - i + j primes with exponent 1 and s - j with 
exponent 2. Formula (2.3) follows at once. 
It is of some interest to verify directly the equivalence of (2.2) and (2.3). 
Consider 
i *F-’ (” + ,” - “)(“,) f(r, s) 
S==O T=O 
= i T-‘(m +; 
3=0 r=O 
- “)(:) go go (-l)i+5 (j(;) dr - i +A s -3 
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=,c,r;c-i~+~(m+~~~-j)(s~j)(‘fi)(S~j)~(r+i,s) . ..’ 
= ,c, go, s) c (- 1)i+j ( m 
i.5 
;~j7-lYj)(t -; + i)(, lj)(” Jtj). (2.5) 
The inner sum 
= ; (-1)“+j 
(m + n - s -.j)! n! 
i! (t -j)! m + n - t - s - i)! j! s! (n - s -j)! 
= (:)~(-1,1(“13(“‘:-1~-j)~+~-*(-“i(”+n-t-s). 
The sum on the extreme right vanishes unless m + n - t - s = 0. Thus 
~g(~‘s)~(-l)‘+~(m+n-s--j)(r-j+i)(s;i)(Sf3 t-j+i 
= ,,L+, (J & s)F(-1)” (” f “) = g(m, 4 
j=O 
Therefore, by (2.5), we have verified that 
g(m, 4 = !. mzi’ (” ‘,” - “)(3f(r, ~1; 
that is, (2.3) implies (2.2). Similarly (2.2) implies (2.3), but it is not really 
necessary to carry out the proof. 
3. THE CASE m = 3 
The case 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
n = PlPZ *** PVPL *.* PLPL *** PF+*+t 
is more complicated. Corresponding to (2.1) we put 
I(4 = f (r, 4 0. 
We shall show that (1.1) gives 
r + s + ; 
(r,s,t=0,1,2 ,... ), (3.3) 
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while (1.2) yields 
f(rs S? t) =i. go to (-l)i+‘+” (;)(J)(:) 
- g(r - i + j, s - j + k, t - k) (I, s, t = 0, 1, 2 ,... ). (3.4) 
The proof of (3.3) and (3.4) is similar to the proof of (2.2) and (2.3). For 
example, to prove (3.3) we take a typical divisor with i simple prime factors, 
j of multiplicity 2 and k of multiplicity 3. First pick the k of multiplicity 3 
out of the t available, then thej of multiplicity 2 out of the s + t - k that are 
now available. Finally the i simple primes are picked out of the r + s + 
t - j - k available. 
As for (3.4), the argument is similar to that used in the proof of (2.3). 
First pick i primes out of the first r, j out of the second s and k out of the 
last t. This leaves r - i + j with exponent 1, s - j + k with exponent 2 
and t - k with exponent 3. This evidently proves (3.4). 
Note that, for t = 0, (3.3) and (3.4) reduce to (2.2) and (2.3), respectively. 
Similarly, for s = 0, (2.2) and (2.3) reduce to (1.7) and (1.8) respectively. 
4. THE GENERAL CASE 
It is now not difficult to formulate the ganeral result. Let m > I and let 
rl , r2 ,..., r,,, be non-negative integers. Consider the set of positive integers 
with rI primes of multiplicity 1, r2 of multiplicity 2,..., r, of multiplicity m. 
Put 
.7(n) = f(rl , r2 ,..., rm), (4.1) 
where f(rl , r, ,..., r,,J is an arbitrary arithmetic function of m arguments. 
Also for brevity put 
Then (1.1) becomes 
drl, r2 ,..., rm> 
‘In.1 ‘m,a-hL,l ~%,a-%n,, rr?l,m-i-h,m-2 ‘m,m-%z,m-l 
= c c c *** ;, c 
s,=o sm-l=o Sm-2=0 a S1’O 
. 
( 
r,,, - &n,m-1 
K 
r,.,-, - sm.,-, 
) ( 
. . . km2 - ha1 rm 
Sl 82 &l%-1 )( 1 %l 
(4.2) 
-f(sl , s2 ,..., 4 (rl , r2 ,..., r, = 0, 1, &...I, (4.3) 
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while (1.2) becomes 
f(r1, r2 ,-**, rm> 
. g(r, - s1 + s2 , r2 - s2 + s3 ,. . ., rm-1 - s,-~ + s, , rm - 4 
(I1 , r2 ,..., r, = 0, 1, 2 ,... ). (4.4) 
The proof of these formulas is similar to the proof of (3.3) and (3.4) and 
so a brief outline will suffice. To prove (4.3) we pick s, primes of multiplicity 
m out of the last r, , then s,,+, of multiplicity m - 1 out of 
r,-, -I- r, - s, = r,,, - smsl, 
next s,-, of multiplicity m - 2 out of 
r,-, + r,-, + r, - s,-, - s, = rm,3 - s,,, , 
and so on; at the final stage pick sr out of 
r, -I- r2 f *** + r, - s2 - s3 - **a - s, = rm,m - s,.,-~ . 
To prove (4.4), pick s, primes out of the first r, , s2 out of the next r2 ,..., s, 
out of the last r,,, . There remain rl - s1 + s2 simple primes, r2 - s, + s3 
of multiplicity 2, r, - s3 + s, , and so on. 
Note that for r, = 0, (4.3) and (4.4) reduce to the corresponding formulas 
with m replaced by m - 1. 
5. GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
Returning to (1.7) and (1.8), we put 
F(x) = f f(r) x’, 
r=0 
It then follows from (1.7) that 
G(x) = f g(r) xv. 
.9=0 
G(x) = f xv to (3 f(k) 
?=O 
= f f(x)x" 5 (' ; "j XT 
k=O I=0 
= gof(x) x”(1 - x)-k-l, 
(5.1) 
SSd24/3-2 
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so that 
G(x) = (1 - x)-l F (+-) . 
Similarly, using (1.8), we get 
F(x) = (1 + x)-l G (+-) . 
If we put 
X 
J=-x 
Y 1 x=--.--,l-xx- 
1$-Y l-y’ 
(5.2) becomes 
G (I$$ = (1 + Y)FCY), 
which is the same as (5.3). 
Alternatively, if 
F*(x) = -f f(k) ;, G*(x) = 2 g(k)6 , 
k-0 k=O 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
then (1.7) and (1.8) imply 
G*(x) = e$F*(x), F*(x) = e-“G*(x), (5.5) 
respectively. The equivalence of (1.7) and (1.8) is immediate from (5.5). 
In the next place put 
F(x, Y> = f f(r, ~1 x’Y’, 
7.. s=o 
(5.6) 
Gtx, Y) = f &, s> xry8. 
r, s=o 
It does not seem possible to get a simple relation between F(x, y) and G(x, y). 
However the exponential generating functions 
F*(x, Y) = 2 f(r, 4 z 3 
T*S=O . . 
(5.7) 
G*(x, Y> = f g(r, s> z 
r. s=o . . 
are related in a simple way. 
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By (2.2) we have 
s T+s4 r+s-j 
G*(xT Y) = .I!!, $$ C C ( 
. * . po i=Q 
i 
= f 
i.j=O 
and therefore 
G*(x, y) = e”+“F(x + y, y). 
Similarly, by (2.3), 
= e-” t.fo g(t, s) x”+‘(:!--!y)‘y8 
= e-*G*(x(l - y), xy). 
Replacing xy by y, we have 
F*(x, y) = e-xG*(x - y, y). 
269 
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The equivalence of (5.8) and (5.9) is evident. This in turn implies the equiv- 
alence of (2.2) and (2.3). 
(6.1) 
Now put 
6. GENERATING FUNCTIONS (CONTINUED) 
F*(x, Y, 4 = f 
P-,.s.t=o 
G*(x, y, z) = f 
T,S,t=O 
g(r, s, t) $$$ . 
. . . 
Then by (3.3) we have 
G*(x, Y, d 
r + s + t _ j _ k s + t _ k t 
i )( j j(k) 
= 21 t;k=ofU k) 
(x + y + Z)Ofi (y + zy zk 
> _I ‘. u! i!,j! k! 
= p+ar+z (x + y + zy (y + z)’ Zk 
i!,j! k! 
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Finally, therefore, it follows that 
G*(x, y, 2) = ez+Y+zF*(x + y + 2, y + 2, z). 
Similarly, by (3.4), 
F*(x, YT 4 
(6.2) 
= $=, (-l)i+j+k f 
r,s,t=0 
g(r + j, s + k, t) ,?;;“i:‘;,+;, . . . . . . 
so that 
10*(x, y, z) = e-“G*(x - y, y - z, z). (6.3) 
By means of the linear transformation 
x’=x+y+z, 
Y’ = y + z, 
Z’ = z, 
the equivalence of (6.2) and (6.3) is evident. This evidently implies the 
equivalence of (3.3) and (3.4). 
7. GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR ARBITRARY m 
Put 
G*(zl,zz,...,z,,J= f 
*I rz 'm 
g(rl , r2 ,..., ~;n> Zl z.2 *** z, 
r,,7, *..., 7==0 I1 ! r, ! ... r, ! ’ 
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It follows from (4.3) that 
G*(z, , zz ,..., 4 
= ezl+zz+“‘+zmF*(zl + z2 + *.. + z, , Z2 + ... + Z, ,..., Z,), (7.1) 
while by (4.4), 
F*(zl 2 z2 ,“‘, zm) 
= edzl G*(z, - z2 ) z2 - z2 ). . ., z,-1 - z, , ZWJ. (7.2) 
The equivalence of (7.1) and (7.2) is seen by applying the linear trans- 
formation 
z’1 = Zl + z2 + .-a + z, ) 
z’s = ‘72 + *** + Gn , 
. . . . . ..*........... 3 
zlm = Z m9 
and its inverse 
Zl = z’1 - z’2 ) 
z2 = z’z - z’s ) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 
, I 
z,-1 = zm-l--zvn, 
I 
z, = Z,* 
We shall sketch the proof of (7.1). We have by (4.3) 
rl . . . ‘m 
G*(z1,zz,...,znJ = c I:‘, ...r, 
rl....,Tm * 
zm ! s c pm ,;".m-1) 
l".**sm 
where as above 
If we replace r,,, by r,,, + s, , it is clear from (7.4) that 
(7.4) 
rm.k - s,,k-l + rrn.k - srn-l.k-2 = $--l.k--l + &%l.k-2 ? 
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where 
r&-1 = r, + r m - 1 , rh-l,k-l = r,kl + rrn-2 f ‘*’ f rm-k+l . 
Thus (7.3) becomes 
G*(z, , zz 
. ( rL.nr--l - Sm-1.m-2 Sl ) *'- ('&f;')f(sl ,..., sm>. 
Next, replacing rhel by rkml + s,,-~ , we get by a repetition of the above 
process, 
G*(z, , z2 ,..., z,,J = 1 ” **- z:I;(zmp2 + z,-, + zJ&-e 1 . . . 
+l*...*rm-s.r&, r1 . 
r 
m-3 ! rLe2 ! 
. c CGn-1 + dm-l 2 
S1....,Sm h-1 !s, ! 
( 
I 
. rm-2,m-2 - s+2*-) **+ (y;) f(sl )...) s,). 
Sl 
Continuing this procedure, we get 
G*(z, , ~2 
,...) zm) = c (Zl + z2 + *.- + GJfl 
r'l 
rll ! 
. c (z2 + e-e + zm)$' --* z," rll 
1 . . . 1 
81,...*8m $3 . s, . ( ) 
s1 f(s1 ,***3 4 
= j. (z1+ z2 +r!". + zm) 
*,,..! “+...+~)~~~,.:z~)“...z~ 
Q-0 
=e Z1+Z2+"'+rmF*(Z1 + -** + z, ) z2 + a** + z, )...) z,). 
This evidently proves (7.1). 
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As for (7.2), we have by (4.4), 
- g(rl - s1 + s2 , r2 - s2 + s3 ,. .., rm-l - s,-, + sm , rm - 4. 
Replacing rk by rk + Sk ) 1 < k < m, this becomes 
F*(z, , z2 ,“., 4 
= f f (~l)sl+s2+...+s, 
5-1 ,..., r,=o S1’ . . . . s,=o 
r,+s, ‘~+%I 21 ***z, 
5 . Is1 ! ***r, !s, ! 
g(r, + s2 , r2 + s3 ,..., r,+ + s, , rd. 
Now put 
Then we get 
tk = rk + sk+l (1 < k < m), t, = r, . 
F*(zl , % ,a.‘, zm) 
=s~o(-l)‘$ f g(tl,...,tm) c (-lp* 
2' 1 * tl,...,t,=o r,+s,=$ 
'm-1 %I CCI 
. . . 
c 
r,.++s,=t,-l 
(-1)" Zm-1! ;I ! t;o$ 
r,-l V?,* 
= p1 f g(t1 >..., a 
(zl - z2f1 ... (Z& - zm)fm-l z2 
tl....,t,=o 4 - ' ... tmul ! t, ! 
=e -‘I G*(z, - z2 ,..., z,,+~ - z, , z,). 
This proves (7.2). 
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8. SOME APPLICATIONS 
It is clear from (1.1) that if f(n) = 1 then g(n) = S(n), the number of 
divisors of n. More generally let 
u4 = 1 1, (8.1) 
121n2...nk=n 
the number of ways of writing n as a product of k factors, so that S,(n) = 1, 
6,(n) = S(n). Clearly 
that is, if f (n> = S,(n) then g(n) = 6,+&z). 
If n has r, primes of multiplicity 1, r, of multiplicity 2,..., r, of multiplicity 
m, it follows that 
u9 = (;)” (” 
Thus (4.3) implies the identity 
(“-y,“(y,“...(“f , m\” 
+ 1 r3 .. . ) ( 
k+m-1 ‘, 
2 m 1 * (8.2) 
4 
rm,m-1 s, %m-2) . . . (LJ(;)“’ (” ; y . . . (” +; - 1)‘“) 
(8.3) 
while (4.4) yields 
k + m - 1 rm-~-%-l+% ... 
m-l (8.4) 
Since both sides of (8.3) and (8.4) are polynomials in k, it follows that 
(8.3) and (8.4) hold for arbitrary k, that is, they are polynomial identities. 
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Thus, for example, we may replace k by -k. Then (8.3) and (8.4) becomes 
= c (-l)sl+sg+sj+... rm.m 
i sl....,sm 
-p”-1) . . . (2) 
. (‘I)” (k ; ‘I’* ... (” - ,” + 1)” 
and 
(8.5) 
(‘If’ (k ; lr ... (” - ,” + 11’~ 
respectively. 
We consider next 
f(4 = A@, k), (8.7) 
where A@, k) is the extended Eulerian number defined by [ 1 ] 
1-A m N 
5(s> _ h = sl r”(h - lFN zl A&k) AN-” c3.8) 
where c(s) is the Riemann zeta-function, 
n = pppp . ..pT”. N=e,+e,+*-*+e, 
and 
A(n, k) = A(e, , e2 ,..., etlk)=~~(-l)(N~1)~l(ei’ke~‘-1).(~.9) 
The function A(e, , e2 ,..., e, 1 k) is equal to the number of sequences u with 
k rises: 
u = (al, a2 ,***, uN), a, E (1, 2 )..., n}, 
where each element j occurs exactly ej times. 
Since 
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it follows from (8.7) and (8.8) that 
g(n) = A(n, k + 1). 
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(8.10) 
With the notation of Section 4, (8.9) becomes 
A(n, k) = jgo C-l)3 (” ; ‘) fiI (i - j + k - ‘)” 3 (8.11) 
where now 
N = r, + 2r, + --- + mr,,, . 
Finally (4.3) and (4.4) give 
* fi (“*:,--+‘) - A@, , k), 
i-l 
where n, = ppppJla a** phm and 
(8.12) 
respectively. The bar in A@, k + 1) indicates that the exponents 
r, , r2 ,..., r, in (8.11) are to be replaced by 
rl - s, + s2 , r2 - s2 + ss ,..., rmwl - s,-, + s, , r, - s, , 
respectively. 
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